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Off the Scale
The transition from summer to autumn has been
slow this year in many parts of Ireland, with the
temperatures only just starting (end of October)
to drop to what we expect and always fear. Many
coarse anglers have been late to make their
seasonal switch to pike. Bass anglers are still
experiencing great sport on lures. Winter sea
species are only just beginning to show. Salmon
and trout fans are already planning their trips for
next season, which will hopefully be better than
this one just gone - a lack of water and runs of fish
in many rivers spelling poor returns.

Isn’t is great to see angling back on prime time
television? Of course, I am talking about BBC 2’s
excellent Big Fish, presented by Ben Fogle and
Matt Hayes. The show is a reality-style contest
which pits a group of anglers from all backgrounds
against (and with) each other across a wide range
of exotic locations, after a wide range of species.
Whilst it is obviously produced for a largely nonangling audience, it has already proved a big hit
with anglers. I look forward to each episode! It
certainly makes a refreshing change to the norm
we have come to expect in recent times. Pushing
the ethics of fishing, catch and release and the
love of nature can only be a good thing for our
pastime and may just inspire a new generation to
give up their X-boxes for tackle boxes!
We like to think that we are pretty unique
publication, catering for almost every angler out
there, with top quality writing and photography.
Bass, carp, tench, unknown lakes, late season
salmon and trout, even three-bearded rockling its all here! We also have our fantastic Exposure
photo competition, great tackle reviews and a
special behind the scenes look at the brilliant River
Man film.
Enjoy every minute,

Bill Brazier, Editor
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very fisherman, of every
discipline, has a bucket
list. We all have dreams
of casting a line in far off
places; salmon on the Kola
Peninsula in Russia, Sea trout on the
Rio Grande in Argentina, Brown trout
in New Zealand. All these places are
renowned for their world class fishing
and possess the quality which sets them
apart from most other fisheries. For the
majority of us anglers, these dreams
remain just dreams. However, we don’t
always need to look so far away to fish
in such utopian destinations. In Ireland,
we are blessed with more natural
scenic beauty than most other places
on this planet. Match this up with some
sensational fishing and we really do
have something unique. Fair enough,
runs of salmon aren’t what they used
to be, but the potential is always there
for us to enjoy and revel in those red
letter days, stuffed with more modest
moments in between. So many rivers
and streams on this island entice runs
of salmon up from the Atlantic Ocean,
offering up practical opportunities for
locals and tourists alike to fish them.
This year I’ve travelled to fish a
little more than I usually do, as there
is no point in purchasing an all-Ireland
state license and not making use of it!
I’m lucky in that I work on the Bandon
River and so am afforded the chance
to cut my teeth on it on a regular basis.
However, it’s good for anglers to spread
their wings and venture further afield
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“In

Ireland, we are blessed with
more natural scenic beauty than
most other places on this planet”

whenever a chance comes along. For
all the areas in Ireland to go and throw
a line, not many can excite a fisherman
more than the thought of travelling
into deepest Connemara. Situated in
the west of Ireland, between lakes
and rivers, a plethora of fisheries are
available to try. Everywhere possesses
its own characteristics and options exist

so one can cast a line over fresh run
salmon during any time of the season.
For sheer wildness and intimacy, one
location stands out to me and that is
the Dawros, otherwise known as the
Kylemore Fishery.
The fishery, located in Letterfrack,
comprises of three lakes (Kylemore

Lough, Middle Lake and Castle Lough)
plus the Dawros River itself which flows
into Ballinakill Harbour. Most angling
for salmon is concentrated on the short
river when conditions suit but the lakes
also offer good sport, especially later on
in the year. Fishing is with fly only and
being a conservation minded fishery,
it is encouraged that all fish over eight
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pounds in weight are returned alive to
the water. Spring salmon begin to run
in decent numbers in late March/ early
April and this year saw a very good run
of fish early on. Indeed, the first spring
salmon was grassed by fishery manager

“Unhooking

Nigel Rush on April 3rd below the
picturesque Tullywee Bridge. Nigel is a
very knowledgeable man and knows the
river like the back of his hand. From the
off, his passion and care for the fishery
is abundantly evident as he works on its

our flies as we
finally reached the top pool,
we began making short flicks
to cover the fish.”
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banks every day. Meeting up with him,
a plan had been laid out for my friend
James and I for the day ahead and we
couldn’t wait to get started.
Driving down to Ballinakill Harbour,

the lower river was to be our first port
of call. High tide coincided with our
arrival and the hope was that a few
fresh silver tourists had nosed their way
up past the fish pass, into the Bridge
Pool and beyond. Carefully listening
to Nigel’s instructions,
we tackled up our single
handed rods with floating
lines and twelve pound
fluorocarbon leader.
Fly choice is down to
personal preference, as
always, but we attached
our Cascades and the
usual shrimp flies, which
account for the lion’s
share of fish throughout
the year. Two patterns
which may be worth
looking out for also are
the Kylemore Killer and
Black Shrimp, the latter
probably being the most
effective of all. Making
our way to the river, we
were ordered to walk
right up to the top of
the stretch which was
immensely difficult, not
due to our fitness or poor
access but the sheer
want to cast - the water
looked so good! Every
single run and pool just
screamed fish and we had
to discipline ourselves.
With Kylemore sitting on
a season count of ninety
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nine salmon to this date, Nigel was
hopeful of us adding to the tally!
Unhooking our flies as we finally
reached the top pool, we began making
short flicks to cover the fish. I say flick
as the river really is that small and
space is limited for overhead casting. If
you’re not experienced with roll casting
then I can’t stress how important it
is to acquit oneself with this casting
style, otherwise you face a severe
uphill struggle. These small rivers call
for extreme stealth and if your casting
doesn’t cut the mustard then chances
of a fish will be hugely hampered.
Progressing our way down river with
a high level of concentration, only
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pausing now and again to admire the
breath-taking scenery, we surveyed
every nook and cranny and noticed a
distinct lack of activity. Had all the fish
run up river already? The previous week
had seen Kylemore experience the
biggest flood Nigel Rush had seen in his
time at Kylemore, which meant that fish
may have been present in low numbers
or were, at best, unsettled. Winding
our lines up at Lavelle’s only to extend
them once again at the captivating
Bridge Pool, we fully expected the draw
at any moment. River tumbling over
river rock at a ferocious rate, plunging
into the deep unknown and evening
out into a pool with a beautiful, inviting
sweep, you can’t help but lean forward

“River

tumbling over river rock
at a ferocious rate, plunging into
the deep unknown”
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in expectation of that rod wrenching
moment. Alas, on this morning, the
lower river let us down so at lunch
time we regrouped and stocked up in
preparation for the afternoon session.
Leaving the pet trout and eels
under the bridge below Kylemore
Abbey (you’ll know what I mean
if you visit!), next in line was the
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upper river. Assuring us we would be
covering fish here, Nigel escorted us
down to the Boat Pool, which is like
a miniature lake in itself. In times of
low water, this pool can be sanctuary
to hundreds of salmon before a rise
in water aids their push up to the first
of three lakes. As the river exits the
Boat Pool under a footbridge, it was
evident from the off that we were
met with an even smaller river than
expected. On approaching the first
pool down, we immediately scared
the living day lights out of a fish
as it scurried for cover; a common
theme with many a newcomer I

“These

small rivers call for
extreme stealth and if your
casting doesn’t cut the mustard
then chances of a fish will be
hugely hampered”
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imagine! What you get away with on
bigger rivers you simply don’t
on smaller systems. This is a
prime example of where a
ghillie could be employed
to avoid such instances or
where a fisherman can do
his homework and walk
the river before actually
fishing it, if time is a luxury.
Nevertheless, where there is
one salmon there is more and
it was confidence boosting to
know.
Heightened intent,
every cast was
made with more
determination
than the last
as the day
was slipping
on and
the drive
home to
Cork was
looming.
Leap
frogging
each
other as
we made our way downstream, the
pair of us gave it a right good rattle.
Descending down a steep rock face
to fish the Tullywee Bridge pool, the
scant reality of a blank was knocking
louder. A last ditch attempt of switching
the floating line for a fast sinker in
this deep pool still didn’t conjure so
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“Halfway

down the section and
a fish engulfed his offering... I
lifted Kylemore’s one hundredth
fish of 2015 out of
the water”

Upper Eugene’s. By this stage, James
had subbed his Green Butt Cascade
for a small Park Shrimp conehead tied
sparsely on a plastic tube. Would this fly
do the trick and score him the century
fish? Halfway down the section and a
fish engulfed his offering. The obligatory
shout followed as I sprinted down
with the net to land the fish. There
was no messing about and as James
drew the fish over the waiting mesh,
I lifted Kylemore’s one hundredth fish
of 2015 out of the water. A stale grilse
of about four pounds, this cock salmon
sporting its spawning livery was a very
welcome sight for the pair of us. Even if
we had caught nothing we would have
thoroughly enjoyed ourselves but this
was the icing on the cake and made the
return trip home that bit easier.
What a gem of a river the Dawros is,
and in such a stunning location. There

much as a tweak to my
size fourteen fly. James made
his way down behind me with
the news of a fresh fish showing in
the pool above the bridge. Although
we already covered it to no avail, we
saw a few stale fish here also, so one
last roll of the dice had to be made.
Making my way up to the top of
the Meadow Run, with floating line
redeployed, James slipped into the tail,
casting and stepping his way down to
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“...these

smaller rivers.
Delicate and compelling,
they draw you in and
demand finesse”
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is something very
special and intriguing
about these smaller
rivers. Delicate and
compelling, they
draw you in and
demand finesse.
Truth be known, we
left our trip a bit late
in the year and didn’t
get to see its full
potential. Even still,
we were lucky with
our timing as the
river was unfishable
the next day due to
more overnight rain!
A short trip it was but
we learnt so much
from it. 2016 will see
us arriving earlier in
the year with more
experience and tricks
up our sleeves. A big
thanks to Nigel Rush
for all his help and
guidance, a genuine
gentleman who
affords the fishery
the utmost of care
and attention. For
more information
on the fishery and
obtaining day tickets,
anglers can look up
their website at www.
kylemorefishery.ie
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“Something to think about: If you fish the wrong fly long and hard
enough, it will sooner or later become the right fly.” - John Gierach
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BEHIND
the SCENES
With Director, Richard Gorodecky
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‘there’s more to fishing than catching fishing’, but often
we say this to console ourselves for a poor days fishing. But
there truly is so much more. I wanted the film to capture all
that fishing is beyond catching fish.
I think Connie is a great reminder of how to live in the world.
He has such respect for his environment and it repays him
every time he leaves his house.

Q. First of all Richard, just what first
drew you to Ireland and the River
Blackwater?
A. I had a friend from London who
returned to Ireland. I came over to visit
and had an overwhelming sense of
arriving home. It was strange, there’s no
Irish blood in my family, no history , and
no reason to feel that way, but that’s the
way it was so I kept coming back. Over
the years I’ve fished all over Ireland, from
Lough Corrib to the River Boyne to the
Nore. But the Blackwater and that part of
the South is my favorite of all.
Q. What is the inspiration behind “The River
Man” film? What atmosphere, emotions and
mind sets did you set out to capture?

Q. Give us an idea of the work
that goes into a project such as this
one… How many hours filming, editing for
example? How many trips (to Ireland) did it take
you and the team?
A. It’s really hard to say how
much ‘work’ goes into a project
like this. I could tell you that
we filmed for three and a half
days, edited for four, spent five
on sound, but that doesn’t
tell you much. All the time
you spend thinking, planning,
researching… I would say I
dedicated about four months
to it. But making a film is such
a wonderful process, calling
it ‘work’ doesn’t seem quiet
right. It’s far too much fun to
be called work.

A. I think as anglers we’ve all said at one time or another
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Q. We feel exactly the same about Off the Scale! The film
is beautifully portrayed and brilliantly edited, but what
are some of the problems one faces when trying to film
something such as this, Nature? Are there any amusing
incidents that stood out along the way?
A. When we were shooting the film, the river was in flood.
There was no way you could catch a fish on a fly in those
conditions and Connie was worried. I explained to him
that it didn’t matter and that, even if he did catch a fish, I
probably wouldn’t use it in the film anyway. So I’m standing
there filming one of Ireland’s great fisherman on one of
Ireland’s most magnificent salmon rivers and it suddenly
occurred to me that this was perhaps the first fishing film
ever made that had nothing to do with catching fish. After
a considerable pause, Connie turns to me and asks ‘so
what exactly is this film all about’? ‘Good question!’ was all
I could reply.
Q. You say that Connie is a hero of yours, for various
reasons. Do you think this breed of angler is dying out, and if
so why and what implications will this have for our rivers and
world in general, in your opinion?
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All photographs used in this article are credited to Neils den Otter

A. I think people like Connie are a product of their
environment. It’s an appreciation and sensitivity that comes
from a life connected with the natural world. The threat
to people like Connie, and everyone else, is the loss of an
environment to connect with. As anglers we are guardians
and ambassadors of the environment.
It’s great that more of us are exercising catch and release,
but then if you go to the supermarket and buy farmed
salmon you’re supporting an industry that’s causing massive
mortality in juvenile wild salmon as they migrate. What are
you spraying on your garden and what are the implications
of it? It’s for all of us to be fully informed about our actions
and live in a way that supports the way we want to live. If
we don’t fight for it, why the hell should anyone else?
Q. What message/philosophy do you hope viewers take
from the film?
A. The film is simply a celebration of a way of life, a very
beautiful part of the world and Connie is a reminder of how
we should try to see it.
Thank you, Richard, for that wonderful insight
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Stay up to date
on screenings

WATCH THE RIVER MAN TRAILER ON THE NEXT PAGE
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Click here to watch
the film trailer
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Email us:

info@southsideangling.ie

call us:

01-4530266

For all your fishing
needs!
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Many believe that angling has become over-complicated in
modern times. This is certainly the case with carp fishing. Decades
of ruthlessly effective marketing from tackle companies and a
certain degree of gullibility on behalf of anglers have resulted in
many equipping themselves with enough expensive technological
gizmo’s to make even a NASA Mission Control envious. Baits are
now often scientifically formulated; rigs literally allow the fish to hook
themselves. Carp angling has become a world of often needless
contraptions and gadgets. Haven’t some of us forgotten the real
art of angling? Does all of the contemporary paraphernalia really
catch more fish, or is it simply there to catch the angler?
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In with the old...

Words: Bill Brazier
Photography: Denis Curtin & Bill Brazier

Denis Curtin is just one angler who

believes the answer is the latter. Sure
he makes use of modern advancements
in fishing tackle, such as chemically
sharpened, Teflon-coated, anti-rust
hooks or ultra-thin diameter mainline
to achieve greater casting distances.
It would be almost foolish not to, just
as it would be to shun contemporary
medicine or innovations in diet. But
there is, in his own words “a limit to
what is necessary in angling”. The
ancient analogy of angling being
nothing more than a worm on one end
and a fool at the other is, invariably,
correct. Why we humans like overcomplicating things is a debate for
another time, perhaps, but, in angling
at least, it is often the simplest of
methods, such as a rod, hook and bait,
that is required to catch a fish.
One early Autumn day,
Denis set out to prove this theory by
attempting to catch carp on so-called
‘old-school’ tackle and tactics. The time
of year is irrelevant in this case, as the
same applies all year round. “It is not
the tackle that catches the fish, but
the angler” deduces the Limerick-born
all-rounder. “Watercraft, the ability to
understand water and the life within

it, is the vital asset to any angler, not
the fishing gear they have on the bank.
The fish don’t know or care if you have
the latest, all-singing, all-dancing reel
or bite alarm, or bivvy or, often, even
bait. Fish are fish and you can’t rely on
anyone else to catch them for you” says
Denis, as he threads the 8lb mono from
his Mitchel 300 reel through the rings
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of a classic 1950s Dick Walker Mk IV
carp rod. These reels and fibreglass rods
were once at the very top end of fishing
tackle technology but would be scoffed
at by many of today’s anglers, dismissed
as being too short (10ft) or not large
enough (less than 100m of line).
And yet they have landed countless
thousands of fish through the decades,
some of which, tench especially, have
fallen to Denis’ float fished and ledgered
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baits.

The pond was eerily still as the
dense fog hung around the surrounding
forest. Very few carp were visible or
audible on our first lap of the small
water. Despite Denis searching in
every nook and cranny, no fish were
found. There were no text-book signs
such as bubbles from feeding fish, or
rolling or jumping. Instead our angling
traditionalist selected several spots
where he thought carp
may be lurking, baited
them and then began
watching and waiting
for a response. The first
area looked promising, I
must admit. A peninsula
to the left provided deep
margins and a bay ringed
by marginal brambles
and rushes, along with
an overhanging willow
tree to boot. Float
fishing was the first
port of call, largely as it
is more visual and can
tell you far more about
the activity in the swim
than fishing hard on the
bottom. The first seven
casts with maggots, a
classic bait if ever there
was one, produced small
rudd but he was still as
happy to catch them as
he would have been a
larger carp. And who was

I to argue; golden scales, blood-red fins,
truly gorgeous looking fish. Size did not
matter. However, as much of a fish lover
as Denis is, even he admitted frustration
after another seventeen of them
took his maggots in quick succession!
Sweetcorn was the replacement (larger)
bait and instantly the hookbait fell
through the shoals of ravenous small
fish and to the bottom, where hopefully
the carp were munching their way

through the groundbait of hempseed
and small pellets – “a very effective and
attractive blend of old and new baits”
proclaimed a confident angler.
After half an hour of patient
waiting, it was clear that few carp were
in the vicinity; so, on to the next baited
swim. His choice to move swims proved
correct as within no more than five
minutes an angry carp almost pulled
the MK IV Walker from Denis’ grasp.
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Our angler waited, and waited and
then waited some more. His attention,
focus and patience never once waned
while he waited for the all-important
dip of the orange float. In truth, it was
perhaps only thirty minutes but when
concentrating so hard it can seem
like hours. It certainly required “more
patience than waiting for a bite alarm
to scream”. And a good deal more skill
too, I might add.
Soon, despite its attempt to
bury itself under the near bank, a
chunky little mirror slid into the net.
Again the size didn’t matter. The fun in
The carp gave a very spirited fight under
the rod tip, trying its best to get under
the bank and into snags. The benefits
of a soft-actioned rod became apparent
in this situation, as it took every lunge
and turn of the fish very well. Soon a
striking, scaley mirror carp was being
held up for its portrait. The weight?
Probably around three pounds, but that
was totally immaterial. To catch such an
attractive, hard fighting fish on such old
tackle was reward enough, regardless of
size.
With the swim seemingly
spooked, it was time to move on up
the bank and again look for signs of
feeding fish. The pond was still like
glass, every tree and bush reflected
perfectly on its calm surface. The next
swim was the point of the abovementioned peninsula, which allowed
a lot of water to be viewed and fished
at the same time. Flanked by two
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catching it at such close quarters was
enough to get the heart beating ten to
the dozen.
At this point Denis could be
forgiven for thinking that he had cracked
it. On the very next cast the float shot
under and a much more powerful fish
battled away, taking line seamlessly
off he ‘pin when necessary but being
steered clear of marginal snags with a
simple thumb-hold. This carp, another
mirror, was larger than the others and,
arguably, even more beautiful. The
creams, yellows, golds, reds and oranges
were a sight to behold, as were the

inviting looking bays, the
swim surely formed part
of the carp’s morning
patrol route as they swam
from one to another.
However, there were still
no signs of activity on the
surface. Even the rudd
were conspicuous by their
absence. The relatively
deep margins provided
perfect conditions for Denis
to break out his 1950s
centrepin. I must confess
even I love to play fish on
such reels; the control
they offer during a fight is
so direct and unmatched.
With the utmost stealth
a large bunch of floatfished maggots on a size
8 hook was dropped
literally under the rod tip.
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many large scales adorning its flanks.
“This is why I go fishing” whispered
Denis, “just look at how pretty this carp
is!”
With that, we decided a spot of
celebratory lunch was called for. It had
been a great way to spend a morning,
albeit a little testing. Following the
usual angler banter and exchange of
stories about monster fish won and
lost, the sun had finally decided to burn
off the fog and illuminate the pond.
Bees buzzed around the many marginal
shrubs eagerly gathering the last of the
years’ nectar and a particularly camera-
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shy kingfisher whizzed back and forth
up the lake hunting rudd fry. It got
quite warm in the afternoon and, as we
enjoyed what would surely be the last
of any remotely summer-like weather,
it was suddenly very hard to resist
adopting a more lazy approach for the
rest of the trip.
As many of the fish we
observed were showing under the far
tree-line, about 30 yards away, Denis
thought it would be interesting to fish
old and new ledger tactics side-by-side.
One of his Walker and Mitchel combo’s
was set up on a simple, classic ledger
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rig consisting of a running 1oz bomb, a
long, 18’’ 6lb nylon hooklink complete
with three grains of corn fished straight
on a size 8 hook. The other set-up (on
the right) will be more familiar to most
readers, comprising a 3ft leadcore
leader (essentially a snag leader),
2oz method feeder with scaled pellet
moulded around it, an 8” coated-braid
hooklink, size 8 hook and a hair-rigged
grain of maize. This was then fished on
a bite alarm whilst the other rod had to
make do with a v-shaped stick as a bite
indicator. “Just imagine the fish they
would have caught in the old days if had
they access to this kind of tackle” mused
Denis. There can be no doubt that
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Mitchel furiously (the drag is terribly
unreliable on such old models) as the
angry carp sought sanctuary in almost
every snag at this end of the lake.
Fortunately, the surprisingly powerful
back-bone of the Mk IV rod saved
embarrassment and soon the final fish
of the day was safely enveloped in the
mesh of the landing net.
No, the carp (another mirror)
wasn’t huge, at
perhaps four
pounds, but the
sheer excitement
and pleasure it
gave its captor
was plain for all to
see. Whilst many
anglers may have
modern tactics makes the sometimes
long wait for a bite easier, but do they
require less skill?
The answer was clear on this
occasion. Over the next three hours
the modern set-up out-fished the old
methods three to one. The left hand rod
had to be frequently struck and recast
as, presumably, rudd pecked at the bait
given false indications. The right hander
was simply left to fish for itself. It must
be noted that several proper (carp)
bites were missed on the traditional
set-up, something that rarely occurs
with modern self-hooking rigs. The jury
was still out in Denis’ mind as to which
approach was superior, and so, with a
glorious evening coming to an end, the
last swim, one that had been baited
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sneered at such a small carp on socalled modern tactics, the traditionalist
appreciated the fish for what it was;
hard-fighting, challenging and beautiful.
I think we can all take a leaf
out of Denis’ book and reconsider our
own approaches to angling. Do we
really need to over-complicate things so
much?

and rested all day, was
fished for an hour as the
sun sank over the trees.
Again, old and new rigs
were fished side by side.
This time, there was
only a single bite and it
fell to the side-hooked
corn. The v-shaped piece
of willow dropped back
as the carp raced from
the cover of a far bank
bush into open water,
and cat-like reactions
saw a strike meet with
firm resistance. The fight
was easily the best of
the day. The fish forced
Denis to back wind his
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Unit 44
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Centre

fishingtackle2u.co.uk

Ideally situated just 2mins from the Westlink, in Belfast
City centre, our store promises big things and delivers!
Our range of tackle is enviable and we stock all major
brands at competitive prices!

POLEHILL CARP FISHERY

is our premier match complex consisting of
4 fishable lakes, including ‘Donut’, our 30
peg circular lake, which has produced
winning catches of up to 87lb. Fish to 10lb+

The

Off the Scale angling photography competition is back!

Angling is about so much more than just catching fish. It is the other
moments experienced whilst by the water that often live longest in our
memories. Strange occurrences, funny goings on, nature at it’s most
beautiful or dangerous; this is what we are all privileged to when out
fishing.
Have you captured one of these amazing moments through a lens? Or
even on your phone? Well then, why not enter your chosen shot into our
Exposure competition for a chance of winning some great prizes?!
Send your image (one per person) with a few details including the
camera used to editor@offthescaleangling.ie or send us a message on
Facebook or Twitter. In the interest of fairness, heavily-edited or filtered
images will not be accepted!

Again we have had some great, interesting and different images
submitted for this issues’ Exposure competition. Thank you all for
your interest!

Please visit our site for exclusive deals
with quick delivery and excellent service!
Call us: 02890 313156		
Email us: sales@fishingtackle2u.co.uk
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McKees
Bangor’s Angling
’t
n t!
Superstore
o
D rge 16 Balloo Avenue
fo
Call 02891 454983

As ever, it was extremely difficult to choose the top three winners but
we have decided. All three anglers will receive a fantastic tackle
voucher from our very generous friends at Belfast Angling Centre to
spend as they wish - £25 for 3rd prize, £50 for 2nd and a whopping
£75 (that’s over €100!) for our winner! And as if that wasn’t enough,
each winner receives 25% off in store, too!
Please flick over to the next page to see a slideshow of some
excellent angling-related photographs from this issue’s competition
and to see our Issue 7 winners!
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oft plastics are becoming an increasingly favoured method when fishing for bass, but for many
anglers it is an unknown world full of mystery and confusion and it need not be! There are a
few simple tips and techniques which will open the doors to a whole new way of lure fishing...

Bouncing
for
bass
Bouncing
for
bass
Bouncing
for
bass
Bouncing for bass

Words: Steven Neely

Photography: Steven Neely & friends
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n this article I am going to be taking a
look at fishing in currents or moving
water. Perhaps the most obvious and
consistent location to find surging water
is in an estuary scenario, where a fresh
water run off meets the sea and, when
combined with the tide, can create areas
of concentrated flow which predators will
take full advantage of.

Estuaries are a great place to start when looking for bass. Not only do they
provide prime feeding but also allow you to tuck away from the weather
when conditions prevent fishing on the open coast. This is quite often the
case on the south coast of Ireland where many of the marks I fish are shallow
reefs and although an onshore wind creates fizz and life in the water, a little
too much can ‘blow’ a mark out. When this is the case the estuary systems
are my first port of call, allowing me to access cleaner water – but don’t be
fooled into thinking estuaries are only a back-up! They are a fantastic mark in
their own right if you can work out how to fish them effectively.

So what to look out for?
Once you have located moving water it is then time to analyze
what features are present on the bottom. Like all predatory
fish, bass love structure - boulders, weed, sand gullies and
holes all become likely ambush spots for a hungry bass to lie
in wait. Remember big bass are relatively lazy. They like an
easy meal, using structure and current to their advantage.
As with all types of saltwater fishing, the tide plays a pivotal
role in where fish are and when they feed. Moon phases
influence the tidal height variants and in turn have a large
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bearing on the strength of the current. As many of you will know, spring tides
(around the new and full moon) provide the strongest flow.
The best time to target the area around the estuary mouth will be the last few
hours of the dropping tide and the first couple of the flood. Further up-stream in
the system you may find it fishes better closer to high water as the fish have had
time to make their way up into the upper reaches.

The hardware...
Any standard bass set up will do the job for this work, however a few
things will make the experience a little easier. I prefer long lure rods
around 8’6” to 9’6” which allow me to keep the line up and away from
the water to prevent any unnecessary drag from the surface. I currently
use an Illex S 260 ML, 5-25g which is sensitive enough to feel every little
bump and movement of the lure but has loads of power to play and
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subdue big fish in the turmoil. As the key to this technique is all about feeling the lure
it is crucial to use a highly sensitive, low diameter braid - 8 strand braids are ideal for
this and there are plenty of brands to choose from, such as Sunline, Varivas, YGK, the
list goes on. Fluorocarbon leaders are also essential - I prefer to use as long a leader as
possible as it theoretically reduces the chances of the fish being spooked by the braided
main line and therefore resulting in a more natural presentation. The FG or GT knot will
allow you to fish longer leaders without them catching in the tip eye – it is basically the
smallest knot you can use to join braid to mono/ fluorocarbon. You can get some useful
videos on the internet which will help you tie this knot. If you want something a little
faster and less complicated then a simple reverse Albright will be fine.

1

I use a Daiwa 3000 Certate but any small fixed spool will do the job as line capacity isn’t
really an issue in this scenario. All you need is a reel which will withstand abuse from salt
water and has a smooth drag.

The technique...
In short, I have found the best way of presenting a lure in estuaries is using weighted
soft plastics, cast up stream, trundled down the current and waiting for the fish to nail

2

them. The object is to use the existing flow to carry and present the lure to
the fish - the key is to match the weight of the jig head to the current speed
in order to deliver the most natural and realistic lure presentation. Trout fly
anglers approach streams in a similar way using a technique called Czech
Nymphing - so in many respects this shares the same base principles.
Once you have read the water and determined the direction and strength of
current, you then need to make a cast upstream. Give the lure a short time
to sink, close the bail arm and pick up the slack gaining contact with the
lure. You may find that the lure will bump naturally along the bottom and
you have little to do however, a slow retrieve will help keep things tight and
in tune (see diagram 1).
In some cases it may be necessary to mend any line which is floating on the
surface film - this will largely depend on the buoyancy of the braid. Some
braids sink but the ones which float can increase drag and effect contact
with the lure. Try lifting the rod up high, which in turn will raise the braid
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3

up from the water. This is why I prefer to use rods over 8’6”, to avoid these scenarios.
When the lure reaches the end of the run simply twitch or hop the lure back towards you in theory it looks a little unnatural as the lure will be swimming against the direction of flow
but if worked slowly enough, it will still trigger a reaction from a hungry bass.
The first few runs will all be trial and error. You may be lucky enough to select the correct
weight of jig first time but often it will take a few tweaks and changes to find the size which
suits the conditions. Of course the weight will need to be changed as the flow increases and
decreases, depending on tide state.

Choosing the correct weight...
Many people associate weight with casting distance but in this case it is all about matching
it to the current speed. Too heavy will result in the lure sitting static on the bottom, too
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Don’t feel the need to cast as far as you can unless a
defined structure dictates the need to. It will surprise
people how close bass will hug the shoreline - if you think
about it, you often see sand eels shoal close to shore,
therefore it makes sense that the bass will pursue.

Jig head profile...
Not only is the weight of the jig head important but the
profile will play a large role in the presentation. Jig heads
come in various shapes and for this style of fishing you
will want ones with a round or blunt profile. These will
be more inclined to bump and trundle along the bottom
compared to a dart or pointed head which is more likely to
dig into the bottom and cause unwanted resistance (see
diagram 3).

Lure choices...
Once you have found moving water the next task is
selecting a lure which can be presented in a natural
manner to the fish.

light and the lure will fail to cut through the rip and wash past in the upper layers of the water away
from the targeted zone. Once you figure out the correct weight, you should start to feel it bump along
the bottom at a nice steady pace - now your lure will be in the taking zone (see diagram 2).
I usually carry a selection of jig heads from 5g up to 20g - this will usually cover most scenarios unless
you experience some serious rips in which case you may need to go above 20g and beef up the kit to
match. To add a little extra action to the lure as it swings, lift the rod up with a short twitch - be sure
not to be too erratic or you will draw the lure high off the bottom and out of the kill zone.
In order to cover as much water as possible you will want to make casts at varying distances creating
different runs for the lure. Think back to when you scouted out the mark - where are the features?
Were there any defining points where two currents met or a back eddy was formed? These are all
ideal places to present the lure.
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Presentation is key in these scenarios. Before choosing
a lure, think about what the bass may be feeding on.
Maybe they are chasing shoals of sand eels or perhaps
hunting juvenile mullet? This will have an impact on both
the profile and colour of your lure. Sand eel imitations
will tend to be more slender in shape and can vary in size
from 4 – 6 inches. Browns, olives and greens often work
well with flashes of silver. Mullet or baitfish style lures will
often have a paddle tail which works well in current. These
lures usually have a two-tone effect with a dark back and a
lighter under-belly.
On a recent trip I caught over 90% of my fish on the Illex
4.8” I Shad Tail in Pumpkin Gold Silver and Wakasagi
colours - these, in my opinion, are one of the deadliest
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lures for imitation sand eels in a current. The profile is slim and the
small paddle tail adds a bit of extra vibration and presence to the
lure without compromising the slim, eel-like profile.
I fished these on a range of jig heads from 16 - 21g which suited my
scenario perfectly depending on the tide state and changing current
speeds. In fairness, although I have a huge amount of confidence in
this lure (which I think is half the battle when it comes to any kind
of fishing), all your usual sand eel imitations will work - Megabass X
Layer, Lunker City Sluggo, Fiiish Crazy Sand Eel etc.

Trial and error...
Some bays and estuaries can seem vast and un-manageable but
do not be put off; break them down into smaller areas and marks.
Be methodical in your approach and start applying some of the
principles outlined above. Never be discouraged to go and explore,
walking the shoreline or scouting areas at low tide to see what
structure or features are revealed - time spent exploring is never
time wasted.
Sadly, there is no substitute for putting in the rod hours and gaining
experience on the water. Every time I go out, I am constantly
learning and discovering new tactics and approaches. Searching and
exploring these estuaries and back bays will open up new fishing
opportunities and who knows just what lurks in those channels and
gullies – that dream double figure fish may just be lying in wait!
Last season my father caught a fish of a lifetime - a superb bass of
over 11lb from an estuary-style scenario and again this year we have
already seen some nice fish between 7 - 9lb tempted on soft plastics
presented in the current. Off the rocks on the open coast these big
bars of silver put up some scrap but in fast flowing current ... well
words can’t really describe how hard they can pull back - it’s just
awesome on well balanced lure tackle!
Tight lines
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Join John Fleming on board the
Brazen Hussy II out of Rossaveel
& Spiddal for great deep sea and
reef fishing in Galway Bay
Full day trips 9.00am–6.00pm
Half day or evening trips
6.30pm–9.30pm

“The sea,
once it casts
its spell,
holds one
in its net
of wonder
forever

Phone: 087-7571320
Email: hello@bluesharkangling.ie
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Into the

UNKNOWN
Words & photography by
David McConnell
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As

I
waded
t h ro u g h
f l o o d e d
swampland,
u n d e r
a canopy of dense tree foliage,
surrounded by the buzzing of the
insect life in the humid atmosphere
around me, I felt like some 19th
century Victorian explorer chopping
his way through the jungles of the
Congo on some mad cap expedition; all
the while trying to avoid cannibalistic
tribesmen and unfriendly wildlife
lurking in the shadows. Thankfully
though this was not the case and I was
indeed in a secluded backwater in the
Irish midlands, trying to navigate my
way through a tangled mess of willow
branches in order to get a glimpse
of a mysterious lough that I knew
was somewhere in the distance. The
tribesmen here were local turf cutters
and the wildlife consisted of several
large flies that had taken a liking to my
nose.
Previous to this, I was informed by
the land owner that although he wasn’t
sure what species the lough contained,
he did hear rumours that it contained
some “big hybrids”. Where he obtained
this information from was uncertain as
he also informed me that he had never
fished “in his life” and, furthermore,
he wasn’t aware of anyone else having
fished the lough in recent times.
Anyhow, it was hybrids that I was in
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search of and, aside from that, it was
also the mystery that surrounded this
lough that further attracted me to it;
I was determined to get onto it in any
way I could.

UNKNOWN

“It’s fairly overgrown all the same”
he informed me. “There’s a bit of a
channel leading into it but there’s
branches and roots sticking out all
directions” he added. “A French man
in a rubber ring tried to get onto it last
year but he got a puncture and had
to give up”. These words still didn’t
deter me. “If you manage to get onto
it” continued the friendly land owner,
“you can fish away ‘til your heart’s
content”. And so on that note, off I
went. I didn’t care what sort of hybrids
they were that he was referring to; be
it roach/bream, rudd/bream or even
roach/rudd, it was the “big” that I liked
the sound of and this, in my animated
mind, meant “Irish record”.
Like the French man, I also had
previously tried to access this particular
stretch of water a number of years
ago but I had to give up quickly as I
found that the land surrounding the
lough was too soft and dangerous,
and I didn’t particularly fancy getting
a thigh wader-full of bog water for
my inquisitive troubles at the time.
However, I vowed to return some day,
fully equipped with everything the task
required and attempt to at least get
a proper look at what this water had

“It’s fairly
overgrown all
the same” he
informed me...
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to offer. Now was that occasion and
I ensured that I came armed with my
ever-reliable exploration equipment;
which consisted of a 10ft punt, life
jacket and a commercial drysuit.
As described, the channel was indeed
littered with all manner of roots and
branches at various depths and it took
some 30 minutes of sweat, blood and
tears to drag the boat through it. To
make it even more delightful, in some
places it also produced that beautiful
sulphur aroma that Irish bogs are
renowned for (note to self: bring mint
leaves for future visits). Eventually
though I finally caught a glimpse of
daylight; but I was then faced with
an extensive wall of high and thick
common reeds. This also took a bit of
chopping and shoving but after a brief
struggle I managed to edge the boat
through and at long last I was finally
able to witness the water that I have
spent such a long time deliberating
over.
That first glimpse of a new water
is always a special moment; those
feelings of excitement, anticipation and
uncertainty that hidden waters hold, is
truly magical. It really is a step into the
unknown and a proper adventure that
I feel blessed and privileged to be able
to experience.
At first glance, I noticed the margins
fringed with a thick bed of yellow
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flowered water lilies which were
starting to die off given that it was
late August, and just beyond these I
immediately spied small rudd cruising
about inquisitively. Eager to investigate
further, I edged the boat out and gently
drifted into open water. The water
was fairly clear and I was able to see
thick patches of cabbages on the lake
bed to about 10ft below the surface.
I progressed further into the lough in
order to get a panoramic view of what I
was dealing with. It was a fabulous sight
and a view of such a water in itself was
reward enough for the work put in to
get there. Without even catching a fish
I could easily have went home content
and satisfied.

As many will agree there is something
so serene about being adrift in calm
waters on a mild summer’s day, with
only the noises of nature breaking the
silence. Again, this is one of life’s simple
pleasures that we anglers are fortunate
enough to experience and one that I
will never tire of.

UNKNOWN
“ Without
even catching a
fish I could easily
have went home
content and
satisfied”

I spent a little while longer taking it
all in, watching for signs of movement.
I saw several small fish breaking the
surface but I was in no doubt that larger
fish were present somewhere beneath,
but where? The lough is a considerable
size of approximately 60 or 70 acres
and with a boat full of equipment I was
faced with the task of finding a base for
the evening. I had previously looked
at arial photographs of the lough and
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to connect with anything. I reeled in,
rebaited and cast straight back to the
same location. Again I got a wrap round
on the drop but this time I managed to
hook it. It initially felt like a decent fish
and put a proper bend in the rod. The
fight was distinctive, vigorous darting
motions from left to right then going
deep, there was no mistaking that this
was a hybrid and it was putting up a
good account of itself. Eventually I was
able to confirm that my assumption
was correct and I slid the net under a
surprisingly small but powerful roach/
bream hybrid of about a pound.

UNKNOWN
noticed that there were no obvious
sections of open bank space anywhere
to be seen. This was soon confirmed as
I scanned the perimeter of the lough,
as thick beds of reeds and rushes
surrounded it entirely. I took to the
oars and set about trying to find some
sort of location in which to set up.
After a bit of searching I managed
to find a small raised area in the midst
of the reeds, a regular resting point for
the resident swans I suspect, judging by
the large surprises left behind. It was
just enough room for my bivvy, tackle
and a little bit of space to fish of with
some degree of comfort; it would have
to do as I was eager to get fishing, so
after a wee bit of swim clearance, off
came the dry suit and I was good to go.
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A quick plumb-up revealed a nice
depth of 15ft a short chuck out with
no obvious bottom weed. This I was
more than happy with and my choice
of swim was looking ideal. So, as I was
pondering over the tactical approach
I should take in attempting to unlock
the secrets this water held, I noticed an
abundance of insects and invertebrates
whizzing around in the margins, with
several large snails also present. I
decided to investigate further and
after a quick sift with the landing net I
had an ecologists delight resting in my
groundbait tray. What better bait could
there be on a wild unfished water than
that of an existing natural food source I
thought; so at that point my approach
was decided (well to start with anyway);
three Gammarus (shrimp) on a size 12.

Initially I opted for straight forward
swim feeder tactics as I wanted to
actively work the swim by day, bulking
up to larger baits and self-hooking
helicopter rigs on the alarms by night.
By this stage my imagination was
already running wild and I had already
convinced myself that enormous
shoals of hybrids, bream and tench
were camped out in my swim, sifting
away on the bottom and just waiting
to be caught. So with that in mind I
eventually had my first cast into this
record breaking venue...
The feeder hit the surface and I waited
for it to fall through the depths; as I
did so I couldn’t believe my eyes when
the quiver tip pulled round and I had
a bite on the drop! I struck but failed

“ What
better bait could
there be on a
wild unfished
water...”
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After slipping it back
safely I recast to the
same area and again
I was straight into
another hybrid which
turned out to be carbon
copy of the first. Again
this one put up another
powerful fight and it was
fully determined not to
come to the net easily.

“ I am fairly
certain that my
beautifully sun-burnt
face is the first that
they had ever
seen”

UNKNOWN

To cut a long story
short, my initial feeder
session continued in the
same vein throughout the remainder
of the day with hybrid after hybrid
coming to the net. I gave up using the
Gammarus for bait as I simply couldn’t
keep up with the demand. I need not
have worried though, as no matter what
bait I seemed to use, be it corn, caster
or maggot, it was snapped up almost
immediately. All the fish were almost
identical roach/bream hybrids, around
the 1lb mark with the occasional rudd
and roach being landed as well. Every
fish was in pristine condition and I am
fairly certain that my beautifully sunburnt face is the first that they had ever
seen.
Content that I had at least put in some
degree of effort into unlocking this
mysterious water’s secrets, and with
dusk approaching, I decided to beef up
my approach in the hope of connecting
with some larger specimens.
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My favoured approach when
targeting larger fish is to use the
common self-hooking rigs which are
used in the modern carp scene, now
of course used to catch all sorts of
other specimen fish. So I rigged up a
couple of helicopter rigs with a method
feeder on both and a hook length of
about 6 inches with a size 10 hook and
a short hair at the end. Under normal
circumstances I would usually use a
couple of grains of fake corn on the
hair, or even a few fake casters, but on
this occasion I had already tried two,
three and even four grains on the hook
whilst feeder fishing and I was still not
able to avoid the smaller hybrids (poor
me!). The only bait I had with me that
I thought would hopefully pick out the
larger fish were some 16mm marine
halibut boilies left over from a recent
carp trip, so I decided to give them a
go.
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So having cast my specimen rigs into
my baited area I sat back and waited
for the dusk raid. Half an hour passed
and aside from the occasional knock
on the line nothing had taken a liking
to my fishmeal malteasers. Although I
was beginning to wonder if the boilies
would do the trick, this at least, gave
me a chance to grab some food, chill
out and reflect on today’s exertions as
the night drew in and the light began
to fade.
As is always the case though, just
as I was in the midst of making a brew
and getting comfortable, the bite
alarm decided to sing. I lifted the rod
and I knew straight away that this was
a slightly bigger fish than the ones I
had caught earlier in the day. Again
the fight was distinctively hybrid-like,
darting from left to right and I had to
bully it somewhat to avoid several
reeds that I failed to remove during
my clearance duties. After a brief but
powerful battle in the twilight hours I
eventually had a stunning specimen
roach/bream hybrid, a shade under
4lbs, resting in the net. I was delighted
with myself and I immediately made a
note never to doubt local landowner’s
knowledge ever again! After a quick
photo, I slipped her straight back.
Although I was extremely grateful of
my latest capture, I wanted more! The
night was still young and judging by the
splashes that were occurring all around
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“I
immediately made
a note never to doubt
local landowner’s
knowledge ever
again!”

UNKNOWN

me, the fish were still active. The
method feeder was filled, the boilie
rigged and I was straight back out. Sure
enough, a little while later I was into
another fish. Although this one was not
quite as big as the first, at 3lb even, I
was still well pleased.
I persevered through the night and
managed to land several more hybrids.
I think it was four but it could have
been three, or five, or even six; my
sleep was so interrupted on numerous
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occasions that I don’t know for sure!
Again, all were around the 3lb mark. I
also managed to land a bonus bream of
about 5lb as well. The boilies had done
the trick in discouraging the abundant
smaller fish.
I had a brief session on the feeder
the next morning and enjoyed a
further few hours with those hyper
little hybrids which were still plentiful.
With a forecast for impending heavy
rain I decided to pack up late morning
and make my way back through the
Bog of Eternal Stench. No records
were broken, not that I ever really
expected there to be; nonetheless,

one is allowed to dream though! Still,
I left feeling the unknown lough in no
way disappointed. I had some fantastic
sport in the most stunningly beautiful,
wild surroundings, and I had managed
to tick another secluded water of my
angling bucket list.
With plans to explore numerous
other waters, it may be some time
before I return to this particular lough
but it is definitely one that I will keep
in mind when I get an itch for a hybrid
session in the future. “Spoilt for choice”,
springs to mind…

UNKNOWN
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IN PURSUIT OF
THE LARGEST
Words &

photography by

Jason Summers

A 6lb plus early season male
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Ray Webb, Nick Parry, Terry
Lampard and a few others; I hold
you all to blame for my obsession
with Tinca tinca. Your writing,
photos and catches inspired me
to pursue bigger than average
tench and it is safe to say this has
shaped my adult life.
In 1998 I started writing a
seasonal diary of my catches
and thoughts. I made a few
vows to myself and the big tench
hunt began. As in all specimen
circles, gleaning information and
working things out is not easy,
although I was lucky in that it
seems I was born with a tenchy
sixth sense. However, even with
such good fortune, my personal
challenge of trying to land 50 x
7lb-plus tench was something
I expected a lifetime, if not
more, to achieve. For those who
question why I set such a figure
and goal, it was nothing more
than to push myself, as at the
age of 17 I had left school and
formed a plan that revolved
around breaking my targets. It
wasn’t a part time thing; it was
a full-on commitment. Many big
fish, good friends and endless
memories later I can say it was
definitely worth it.
The following account is about
larger than average Irish tench
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fish that exceed the magical 7lb
plus barrier, and the culmination
of 15 years under their spell. I
will recall the session when it
became a reality…
My own tenching falls into
three categories: 1) float fishing
for self-indulgence, 2) big-hit

tenching and possibly multiplebite sessions, feeding heavy &
fishing tight to the baited area(s)
and 3) specimen hunting for
bigger than average tench. All
these distinct categories require
a particular set of gear and in
some cases mind set. I love them
all equally but the pursuit of huge

“Big

fish angling is a
little different to other
aspects of the sport
- it requires dedication,
stubbornness and a
single minded mentality

Simple living
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“Small

intimate
Irish lough’s flanked
by common reeds
and bulrushes are
easy places to get
lost in the moment
at such times

Rudely awoken by another good “seven”!
tench is the one that gets the
juices flowing the most. Big fish
angling is a little different to other
aspects of the sport - it requires
dedication, stubbornness and a
single minded mentality. Gear
has to be trusted and proven.
Time cannot considered precious
because, simply put, you are
going to be wasting a lot of
it. Specimen angling is about
what you may catch but, like
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everything else in life, is worth
waiting, as they say.
The build up to the session I
am about to write about had
started 15 years previously, when
I connected with my first 7lb
plus tinca. Although I had been
catching tench consistently
from other waters, I had never
broken the barrier until that trip.
Countless venues, an empty

bank balance and all for this;
it was worth every minute and
for the next 15 years I hunted
big tench from several venues,
some more famous than others.
Using a variety of tactics and
methods I reached the figure of
47 fish exceeding 7lb by 2014.
My ambition, my obsession was
nearing ever closer but because
of the intensity of my big fish
angling I had to take some rest,

so it was 2015 when I next had my
chance to hit the fifty mark.
Mid-June 2015 and the
weather was warming up and
the tench had started to come
out on a regular basis in the build
up to spawning. I was heading
out on a two-night’er to a swim
that had been primed (prebaited) mid-week. A quick cast
around the area with a bare
lead revealed that the weed
was fairly clear in places. A rod
length or two either side of the
pre-baited spot and it was much
thicker. I was happy with that so
baited on the heavy side with
20 balls of particle-laden ground
bait per rod. This was quickly
followed by two rigs complete
with PVA bags of pellets, baited
with the large bait combination
that had yielded great results
early session - two 12mm boilies,
fake corn and 5 live maggots, to
be exact. The size 8 hook looks
small in comparison and I had a
couple of hook pulls previously
because of the heavy nature of
my hookbait offering. I formed a
plan by chance. I softened the
boilies in lake water and when
they were just right I used the
sun to dry them out and form an
outer crust. The beauty of this was
as the tench sucked them up
they would break down, explode
and come off the hair leaving
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no anchor point for the hook to
come out. It was big fish tactics
and it was working.
That evening as I sipped on
my first coffee after gorging
myself on barbeque chicken
I noticed an eeriness falling
over the lough. All went still. The
humidity was rising as heavy
cloud cover pushed in. Straight
away a few big fish started
topping over the spots. Small
intimate Irish lough’s flanked by
common reeds and bulrushes
are easy places to get lost in
the moment at such times.
About half an hour passed and

“The

only
disturbance that
day was from a
local farmer who
always passed
judgement on my
living quarters of
brolly and bed
chair tucked in a
bramble hedgeway. “Mad you are!”
he used to say

An impossible PB

The magic of dawn never grows old
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suddenly I had a bite on the
left hand rod, line ripping off a
tightened clutch. A big fish curve
developed on my 13/4lb Torrix.
She was an angry fish and tried
to bury herself in every structure
that existed in her watery home.
But she eventually subdued
and begrudgingly went into the
waiting net. I was shaking, as
usual, knowing she was big and
rotund. She went 8lbs 2oz on the
scales and was photographed
and safely kissed goodbye.

I lit a cigarette hoping to
calm my nerves and sat by the
rods deeply caught up by the
moment. Bang! The left hand
bobbin hammers against the rod
blank and once again another
heavy tench was hooked. After
five minutes of a tug o’ war and
a few heart stopping moments
I got her close in and caught
a glimpse of what was a very
heavy fish indeed. The length and
depth gave her size away and
a couple of characteristic nicks
in her tail revealed I landed the
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same fish before at over 8lb. This
time round she just pushed 8lb 1oz
and was meant I had managed
my first ever brace of 8lb plus
tench. I was on cloud nine.
Unbelievably, I
lost a third big fish
that afternoon! I
was using a new
hook pattern
on one rod and
experienced a few
hook pulls using
them. I was gutted
but maybe a
lesson learned. The
only disturbance
that day was from
a local farmer who
always passed
judgement on my
living quarters of
brolly and bed
chair tucked in a
bramble hedgeway. “Mad you
are!” he used to
say and how right
he was. What else
would describe
people who leave
warm homes,
partners and lovely
food to live in the
middle of a ditch?
We don’t sleep
much and start to
smell like a tramp,
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but a contented tramp I was.
The last act of the evening
was a 6lb 14oz fish that fell just
before dark. I topped up the
swim and retired to bed, trying to

process just what had happened
that evening. 7lb-plus tench
numbers 48 and 49 were bagged
and, being only mid-June, time
was on my side to get one more.

Sleep was interrupted that
night, mostly by a frisky fox
sniffing around my groundbait
but also from the sheer desire of
the morning to herald dawn - a
tench angler’s favourite time. It is

“Small

intimate Irish
lough’s flanked by common
reeds and bulrushes are
easy places to get lost in
the moment at such times

“Seven” number 36 - like them all, so much more than just a statistic
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the time when it seems like only
you and your quarry exist, Mist
burning off slowly and lazily rolling
tench make the backdrop just
right and set the scene for what
may unfold.
I had obviously fallen asleep
on the top of my bed-chair and I
was awoken by first light creeping
into the brolly. All I remember
was reaching for a coffee cup
and lighting my stove before the
Delkim went into overdrive. I ran
to grab my rod and relieve it from
the serious strain it was under.
The fish bored deep before
duckweed covered her face and
body and she gave up easily - I
scooped it all into my net in one
swift motion.

“I

had achieved
my dream, the silly
little challenge I had
set myself all those
years ago. Number
50 was in the net...

As I peeled back the slimecovered mesh, I knew I had
achieved my dream, the silly
little challenge I had set myself
all those years ago. Number 50
was in the net and instantly I
wondered was that it? Should I
move on now to something else,
job done but moments later the
other Delkim burst into song and
the bobbin jammed up tight.
Number 51 was hooked…
Here we go again!

Fifty is the magic number. 8lb 1oz
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Click here for
directions video

water containers
In stock

Extensive range of Vespe
match supplies in stock

Visit us:
Unit 23 Orion Business Centre,
Ballycoolin,
Blanchardstown,
Dublin 15
Phone us: 01-8991185

Email: info@mainirishangling.com

www.mainirishangling.com
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New Direction Tackle K9 Bluetooth bite alarm & R9
receiver now in stock
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Late season F
Browns
By Chris Fehilly

Photography: Chris Fehilly & friends

ishing small streams has always
been close to my heart ever since
I started fly fishing for wild Brown
trout. There is a certain feeling of
excitement when hooking any sized
trout in a small stream and, as many
of you will know, hooking a large fish
in an overgrown river really gets your
heart racing! The particular river I will
be writing about in this article, although
small, has produced wild fish to a
whopping 4Ibs for me and, as always,
I have seen and lost fish much bigger
than that.
Late in the season can be great
fishing as the trout begin to feed hard
to build up there fat reserves for the
coming winter and spawning season,
when natural food is limited to a select
few insects that are available all year
round, such as Gammarus shrimps
and various Stonefly species. As I
arrived at the river I could see it was in
perfect fishing condition and decided
to try a balloon caddis tied on a size
16 curved hook. This is a favourite dry
fly of mine as it floats like a proverbial
cork but still hangs in the surface film.
It can be mistaken for a small caddis
or a terrestrial insect trapped on the
water, and can even be used when cow
dung flies are present. I tied this onto a
leader tapered from 15Ib down to 2Ib
fluorocarbon. I construct this at home

by starting with 4ft of 15Ib fluorocarbon
and attaching this to a 3ft length of
10Ib fluorocarbon with an Albright
knot. I continue to join a 3ft length of
8Ib fluorocarbon to a 2ft piece of 4Ib
fluorocarbon, which all helps to flip over
the last 2ft section of 2Ib fluorocarbon
and ensure good fly presentation. In
times of low water or shy fish I will add
another 1ft section of 1lb fluorocarbon.
My homemade leader was then
attached to a double taper fly line
with a needle knot. For small streams I
favour a nice, light rod and chose a 9ft
3wt Greys XF2 Streamflex with an Airflo
Xceed 3/4wt reel for the end of season
session. Anyway, enough tackle talk for
now and back to the river!
The first pool I came to produced
three beautiful trout and working
upstream I contacted another five fish.
The sport was far from spectacular
on the surface so a change of tactics
was needed. I decided to change to
a 10ft 3wt set up and a 30ft French
leader. This a long leader with no
knots, tapered down to 5Ib mono. It
is also camouflaged. This is more of a
psychological thing I think, but it looks
better in the water, too. No fly line is
used in conjunction with European
style nymphing methods. An eight inch
in-line strike indicator connects your
French leader to your hook length. I

“Sport was far from spectacular on the surface so a
change of tactics was needed”
Pg 50
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use 4Ib Berkley Trilene for my nymph
fishing - 6ft of this with a 6inch dropper
two foot up from the end of the leader
is my preferred setup. I chose to put a
size 14 zebra midge tied on a jig hook
with a 3mm black tungsten bead on the
point and a smaller size 18 zebra midge
tied on a curved hook on the dropper.
Using this method I fished the fast deep
runs and the riffles at the head of the
runs. Doing so I happily landed around
20 more fish up to about a pound. I also
lost a fish of around 1.5lb, but I was
more than satisfied with my efforts.
Something I have learned the hard way
is to always do your best to keep the
fish upstream of you during the fight,
as this will give you a better chance of
landing your fish. As you have probably
figured out, that is how I lost that large
fish!
When French nymphing you are
basically flicking two nymphs upstream
and keeping in touch directly with your
flies whilst keeping your indicator just
above the water - always feeling for a
take. A take registers as the indicator
stopping on its way downstream.
Using this method you can search out
any water from 6ft to 4inches that
has a reasonable flow and it often
produces fish where the water is not
well oxygenated in the deeper slower
pools. When fish push up into the riffles
in search of food and extra oxygen,
nymphing is one of the best ways to
present a fly to these fish.
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French nymphing...

“Something I have learned the hard way
is to always do your best to keep the fish
upstream of you during the fight...”

Zebra midges
Small yet perfect

Using a dry fly is defined as the
cream of fly fishing by many and, to be
totally honest, not much compares to
a large trout rising from the depths to
slurp a well presented fly as it makes its
journey naturally downstream. Covering
rising fish using a single fly is usually the
best option and this can be a brilliant
method during the day and evening.
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However, as the light fades a
large sedge pattern such as
John Goddards G&H sedge
or Al Troths Elk hair caddis
can be taken vigorously with
an audible sip. Another great
method is attaching a buoyant
dry fly on a 1-2inch dropper
and a small nymph with a 1.52mm bead on the point; if the
dry fly disappears then a fish
has taken the nymph. Fish will
also come to the dry fly with
this method. This method is
‘dry dropper’ but can be called
‘klink & dink’ or ‘New Zealand
style’.

Trees: it’s bound to happen at some point of a trip!

“Using a dry fly is defined as the cream
of fly fishing by many and, to be totally
honest, not much compares..”
Pg 52

Not a bad way to
end the season!

By the time you read this
the trout season will be closed
to allow the fish to produce
another generation of fish
that will hopefully flourish in
the coming years. Take care
handling your trout at the
end of the season as they are
preparing to spawn. Do not
take them out of the water for too long
and please release all your trout. By all
means keep a small few for the table
over the course of the season if you so
desire, but do not be greedy. We have
an obligation to take care of our fish
stocks for the future generations.

‘Listen to the sound of the river and
you’ll catch a trout’ — Irish proverb.

“By all means keep a small
few for the table over the
course of the season if you
so desire, but do not be
greedy”
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Ireland’s biggest fly fishing extravaganza, and now one of the top
fly fishing shows in Europe. The event will again feature a host of
world famous fly tyers and game angling stands, under one roof
in Ireland. Fly dressers, fly casters and angling celebrities from
all over the globe will gather at the Galway Bay Hotel, in Salthill,
to participate in the 6th Irish Fly Fair and International Angling
Show. Which will be held on the 7th and 8th of November. Many
International and local visitors will come to this celebrated event,
and have the opportunity to see some of the finest fly dressers
from around the world practice their art. Champion fly casters will
be available to demonstrate and advise on fly casting.
Well known professional fly fisher and show organizer Stevie Munn said: “Last year, The Irish Fly
Fair saw some of the world’s best fly casters and fly tyers descend on The Galway Bay Hotel in
Salthill. This show is a fantastic success with many of the fly dressers, demonstrators, exhibitors
and the tackle trade rebooked for this year’s event. With thousands of visitors to the show, the
feedback is always exceptionally positive, many saying it was the best game angling show they
have ever been to. We hope to build on this success and have some new trade stands, fly tyers
and celebrities again for this year.” The tackle trade will be very well represented at this year’s
event, with a huge range of quality trade stands in the form of tackle, outdoor clothing, fly tying
gear and various other stands, so there is something for everyone!
The event team would like to welcome back angling celebrities, Charles Jardine, Hywel Morgan,
Glenda Powell and Peter O’Reilly, who will be demonstrating and advising on all aspects of fly
fishing! We would also like to welcome our new guests, including Spey casting legends Scott
McKenzie and Gary Scott and Master Fly-casting Instructors Bas de Bruin and Sepp Fuchs. In
addition, there will be tuition from qualified angling instructors APGAI, available for free casting
and fly tying lessons during the two-day exhibition. Experts from the Inland Fisheries Ireland, Tom
Doc Sullivan, Dr Ken Whelan, FISSTA and many more will be hosting talks and seminars on various
angling related topics. The “Youth Fly Tying Competition” will give the young people a chance to
show the “Pro Fly Dressers” what they can do.
The Irish Fly Fair is hailed as one of the finest shows of its kind in Europe, a great weekend to
meet up with old friends and make new ones! This show is a must for all angling enthusiasts. A Big
Thank you to all who support the show, including the sponsors Veniard, Partridge, Hardy Greys and
Emerger Tackle. This is the undisputed best Fly Fishing and Fly Tying Show in all of Ireland, and one
not to be missed. The show is held in one of Galway’s best hotels. Numerous visitors come each
year for the weekend with their families to experience the whole atmosphere of the show.

Please come along and give it your support, angling needs
feel good events like this! For more details visit our website
www.irishflyfair.com or contact Stevie Munn by email at
anglingclassics@aol.com
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keeping the rest of your tackle dry, and
mess in the car to a minimum. It also
protects your waders
from sharp
objects or

ent
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Tackle reviews by

Ben Carvosso & Bill Brazier
WYCHWOOD WADER
BAG- RRP ~ €50
At the start of the season when
organizing my tackle for the year, a
wader bag was not something that
registered on essential items to buy list.
To be honest, I didn’t even know they
existed until I was in Ridgepool Tackle,
nosing around the luggage section. A
few days later I came across a YouTube
review that top fly angler, Hywel
Morgan, had done, and it swayed me
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towards getting it for my new waders.
Sometimes it’s only when you use
something over a period of time that
you begin to realise how incredibly
clever and functional it is. This really is
one of those bits of kit, which took me
by surprise.
What is it you may ask? Well, it’s a
full length bag that folds into three to
store your waders when going to and
from your fishing trips. It keeps them
away from the rest of your fishing kit,

anything that
could damage
them.
When you get
home, all you
have to do is open
the bag out to its full length and hang it
in your fishing shed / outside to allow
proper drainage, whilst also keeping
them aired. When they are dry you fold
it back up and they store away neatly
and safely.
A cool feature for when you are heading
out on trips is the cushioned Duplon
mat on the inside, found when you
zip open the mesh door. It gives you a
comfy and dry place to stand when you
have no shoes on and you are getting
your gear on. This may seem trivial, but
at 4am on a cold morning, I far prefer

You’ll wonder
how you did
without this bag!
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brainer from me.

Zip it up, hang
it up - dry
waders

clever side pocket which the boots
fit into, and this in turn also helps
keep your car free from any mud
you may have (read: almost certainly
have) caked on your feet. The boot
pocket, like the bag has a strip of
drainage mesh at the bottom, so the
inside doesn’t store water and end up
becoming smelly and mouldy.
The bag comes in a nice olive green
standing on this instead of frosty, cold
finish and is made from a tough
stones or damp grass, leaving you with
durable fabric on the outside and black
wet socks before you’re even togged
breathable mesh with good quality
out.
velcro straps
and zips to keep
No more wet feet
I use the bag
things simple. Two
when changing - and clips at the top
in conjunction
with my
no more wet waders of the bag make
breathable
attaching your
Redington Waders which come with
waders a simple enough task, leaving
separate boots. The bag also had a
them to hang in a natural state when
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the bag is open at full length. In a time
when good quality waders cost a tidy
buck, spending a few extra quid on
something to protect them really is a no

The bag is available from a variety
of stockists nationwide and usually
retails at around the €50 mark. We
did consider doing our own video
review of this product but instead
please see Hywel’s excellent, nononsense YouTube review (below)
which he has kindly allowed us
to share with you guys. We agree
with his assessment, too – full
marks!
BC

For more details click or tap here

Click here for
Hywel Morgan’s
review
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CORMORAN RED
MASTER TROUT &
PERCH ROD 2-15GRRP ~ €45-55
As autumn hits up with aplomb, many
of us anglers pack away the coarse
gear and head in a new direction for
the winter months. Whilst pike fishing
is high up on everyone’s agenda, the
humble perch and ultra-light fishing for
them seems to be the latest craze in
angling.
Although I have always enjoyed
catching stripeys, it has only been
in the past three seasons that I
have gone out and bought tackle
specifically for them. My previous
forays amounted to me sourcing as
many big fat lobworms as possible
and fishing a light feeder rod at
dawn or dusk in perchy looking
spots.
Over the past couple of seasons,
I have really caught the lure
fishing bug, and although I was
warned how dangerous it can
be to one’s bank account, I
didn’t take any heed at the
time. Trawling through pages
of online shops eying up soft
rubber shads and rattling
plugs has become an
exciting Saturday night for
me and I fear I am on rocky
road.
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One of the rods I saw in my local
tackle shop was the cheap and
cheerful Cormoran Red Master
Trout & Perch rod, which I picked
up last winter to use specifically
for drop shotting and light jigging.
It is rated at 3-15grm and looked
just the job to try out on some of
the smaller waters local to me.

Cheap, cheerful
& surprisingly
good quality
Well, what a revelation it has been
over the past twelve months. The rod
has been a mainstay in the boot of my
car and has been
put into action on
a huge amount of
different waters,
both salt and fresh.
As the intended
perch rod, it
performed really
well and casting
light jig heads
and small weights
for drop fishing
is a cinch. At 6ft
8inches (2.05m) in

length (in two sections) it is also great at
getting baits cast into tight spots where
trees and shrubs dictate a riverbank or
shoreline. Although perch aren’t the
hardest scrappers, I found I was able
to assert enough pressure at the right
times to stop them reaching weed beds
and snags.
Casting accuracy is good for small to
medium casts, however giving it a bit of
teddy and casting to the horizon, you
will lose some of its control. In saying
that, when fishing off the beach where
accuracy is not essential, I was able
to send small spinners for Sea trout a
good distance into the waves and reach
fish I maybe would not have without a
heavier rod.
As my tench season finished I found
myself targeting salmon on my local
rivers, and although I have rods that are
designed for them, I found I was using

the Cormoran almost
exclusively when
I was spinning.
It can cast
Flying C’s with
ease and to my
amazement I was
able to tame fish to 10lb with
it. In fact, I managed to
catch decent sized pollock
off some rock marks and also tame
some rogue jig snatching jack pike with
it also.
Sadly my rod gave up the ghost after a
long and arduous year of fishing when
I snapped the tip, retrieving a lure from
a snag. Whilst on the lookout for a new
tool for the job I contacted Southside
Angling and they had the updated
version with cork handle in stock so I
ordered another one of these, such was
my love of the rod. Despite the casting
weight rating, this rod from Cormoran
can be considered quite
powerful for its class, yet is
still responsive enough for
ultralight methods. For the
money, it is well worth a
look for anyone looking to
get into this addictive style
of angling. BC

For more details click
or tap here
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“ADDICTED TO
ANGLING” - MIKE
THRUSSELL RRP ~
£15

A long-awaited
release from a
top angler
Pg 57

Mike Thrussell is a household name to
featured but the successes, the failures,
honest, my only complaint, other than
most sea anglers. A prolific fisherman
the mistakes we all make in our angling,
the lack of photographic content, is that
and writer for many years, highly
the ones that got away… The tales of
Addicted to Angling wasn’t longer! It
respected among his peers and an
unstoppable beasts, monster sharks and
was a joy to read, very easy to pick up
inspiration to many. For someone
leaping billfish to more unusual hunts
and begin reading at any point, yet very
with such vast experience
for stone
hard to put down at the same time.
Easy-to-read,
and abundant
basse,
It is definitely one of those “just one
knowledge, the
tilapia
more page” type of books. The chapters
true-to-heart,
release of this
and
are motivating, entertaining and, as
refreshingly honest leopard- a direct consequence of Mike’s deep
book is long
overdue for his many fans.
spotted gobies are all equally
understanding for all things angling,
enthralling. This book is easy-to-read,
quite educational.
Addicted to Angling is
true-to-heart, refreshingly honest and
a relatively short book,
has an amazing ability to captivate the
If you are a sea angler, read this book.
covering fifteen chapters,
reader, bringing them to the storm
If you are not a sea angler, read this
spanning the highlights
beach in the darkness, the boat in
book also! It will make the seasoned
and key moments of Mike’s
searing heat or the precarious rocky
saltwater fan want to go fishing with
angling life from his early
ledge with Mike himself.
even more drive, determination and
years obsessively chasing
gusto, and will almost certainly sway
bass in his treasured home
Variety is the spice of life, they say, and
even the most ocean-fearing angler
waters of Wales to exotic
that certainly rings true throughout.
to cast a tentative line into the big
locations far and wide, such
Personally, it
blue yonder. I
If you are a sea angler,
as Florida and Mexico. This
is the sheer
have rarely read
not a how-to book (though
diversity
a book where
read this book. If you
one cannot fail to learn from
of marine
the mystery and
are not a sea angler,
it) rather a collection of
species
undeniable magic
read this book also!
stories, all recalled and
(even just
of sea angling has
told with intricate
around Irish and UK shores) that has
been captured and relayed so well in a
detail thanks to
captivated my imagination and
book.
his religious
sparked my (regrettably) relatively
diary keeping
new love of sea angling. Mike’s
Addicted to Angling is available from the
- something
interwoven anecdotes of his
Peridot Press for around £15. BB
that is no doubt responsible
compulsive, personal pursuit of
for him becoming such an
trying to catch as many species
For more details click or tap here
informed, rounded angler.
as possible in any given year
are both fascinating and
Overall, this book is very relatable to
inspirational.
you and me. Maybe not necessarily
the dream-like settings sometimes
Being completely
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Slugs

By Craig Murphy
Photography by Craig Murphy
& Andy Boyce
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ith the days getting
shorter as winter
starts to close in, my
after-work
fishing
of late has been
reduced to short night sessions chasing
the sometimes elusive mini salt water
predator known as the three bearded
rockling. Most anglers refer to them
as “slugs” due to their slippery, sluglike body that is a nightmare to hold
properly for a snap. Three bearded
rockling, as the name suggests, have
three barbels on their head; two just
above the top lip and one centred on
the bottom jaw. They vary in colour
from a dark brown to a pale orange with

a chocolate brown, almost leopardlike pattern on their skin. This, like a
leopards spots, never changes and
allows the angler to identify recaptures
like you would with many other fish
species. Rockling are known to inhabit
the same area for long periods (if not
life) and recaptures are common place.
They are mainly found in shallow
inshore areas of rough ground in
the autumn / winter months where
they are fattening up for their spring
time spawning. Rocky kelp beds with
plenty of structure are ideal rockling
grounds, with plenty of ambush areas
for them to patrol in darkness. Harbour

breakwaters, piers and rocky outcrops
are prime areas to target these mini
predators and, surprisingly to some,
on the right tackle they offer great
sport, despite their small size. The Irish
specimen weight is set at 1lb 12oz, with
the current record 3lb 1oz from Arklow.
Depending on tidal currents, a
medium LRF rod with casting weight up
to 20 g could be
used and
would
offer
the best sport
but if there
is a strong
current you
will need to

beef up the setup to allow you to use
enough weight to hold bottom and
prevent your rig being washed out
of the intended area. I mainly use
a pair of 12b class rods teamed up
with multipliers in such areas, loaded
with 30lb braid. These set ups give
surprisingly good bite indication. I find
sitting it out with the ratchets on is a
lot easier on cold wintery nights as
opposed to actually holding the rod.
Rockling give violent bites

Three-bearded rockling territory!
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Rockling tricks- charging up luminous hook beads with a UV torch

anyhow, and pull line from the ratchet
freely, alerting you quickly to any
bites. In smaller tides I scale down my
approach to a 30gram spinning rod but
still stick with the multipliers and 30lb
braid. Tackle losses are inevitable when
pursuing “slugs” given the nature of
their preferred habitat but they can be
minimised with the use of hooks that
will bend out under moderate pressure
and by using an elastic band or paper
clip to secure the lead which will allow
it to be shed if it becomes lodged in the
rocks below.
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A simple one-up-one-down rig
with short snoods is an ideal rig for
presenting baits close to the bottom
where they like to lie in wait. Being
a predatory species, the rockling
will take a variety of baits including
ragworm, lugworm, mackerel or
herring strip, mussel, peeler crab and
squid. However, of these mackerel
seems to be the most productive for
me, probably due to the oily scent trail
it puts out. You’d be surprised how
big a bait a 1lb fish can take. Conger
anglers often catch these fish on large

A simple one-up-one-down rig
with short snoods is an ideal rig for
presenting baits close to the bottom
where they like to lie in wait. Being
a predatory species, the rockling
will take a variety of baits including
ragworm, lugworm, mackerel or
herring strip, mussel, peeler crab and
squid. However, of these mackerel
seems to be the most productive for
me, probably due to the oily scent trail
it puts out. You’d be surprised how
big a bait a 1lb fish can take. Conger
anglers often catch these fish on large
mackerel flappers and 6/0 hooks as
they tend to inhabit the same ground,
rockling being one of the congers
favourite meals! Fishing for them is
similar to chasing congers in that you
don’t really need to cast out - dropping
baits down amongst the rocks or down
the harbour wall is all that is required.
Like many other marine species,
viewing the area in daylight over low

Keep rockling
rigs simple but
always use a
rotten bottom
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water will give you great insight into
possible hot spots to concentrate on,
like holes in the structure, gulls feeding
on invertebrates and possible snags to
steer clear of, such as old ropes and
discarded pots.
Last year (2014) was my first year
purposely targeting rockling and it took
quite a few cold night sessions to land
my first specimen. The act of rockling
fishing is fairly straight forward, it
doesn’t require any distance casting or
fancy rigs; the only difficult part is to
stay motivated to go sit at the end of
a pier in the depths of winter. It isn’t
for the faint hearted! This year we
have been very lucky with the weather
in many respects, with it (as I write)
feeling more like August than
October with the unseasonably
high temperatures and dry
Friend Andy
weather. Taking full advantage
Boyce with a
of the fine conditions and the
large rockling
early darkness I managed to
get out for a couple of sessions
over the last few weeks.
The first session started off
well. With fresh (always best)
mackerel bait caught on the
way using LRF tactics, I had
high hopes for the evening’s
fishing despite the tides
not being ideal. My young
angling pal Michael O’Reilly
and I dropped our baited
rigs amongst the rocks
just as darkness was closing in
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and bites came quickly.
It wasn’t long before a
few small shore rockling
(a different but related
species) were landed. The
action slowed down and
hours passed without a tap
on the rod tips. As hope was
fading my ratchet gave two
clicks, drawing my attention to
the right hand rod, which then
had a heavy knock followed by
a screaming run. I lifted the rod
into the fish and instantly knew
it was no rockling, something
far bigger fancied my fresh

mackerel bait. It was a conger but not
being set up to cope with such a beast I
knew it wasn’t likely to stay on long but
you never know. I somehow managed
to get the fish up to the surface so we
could at least gauge its size. It wasn’t
a bad fish, around 12lb. He didn’t wait
around and began to spin, thrashing
the water to a foam and in an instant
it was lost, slithering back to its hole in
the harbour wall to sulk it off… and so
ended that nights fishing.
I waited a couple of weeks before
I planned to venture out again. I had
picked a textbook tide and planned
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to be fishing two hours each side of
high water on a neap tide. Perfect
conditions fell, with light winds and
still unseasonably mild temperatures.
The only snag was that Ireland were
facing world champs Germany in the
Euro qualifiers! It was a tough choice
but, suspecting the surely inevitable
defeat, I went with fishing! Frozen
mackerel and squid was to be the bait
on this occasion. I also had the LRF rod
with me to catch a few live baits while
I waited for the rockling to come. The

plan was to fish a small three inch livebait on one rod and mackerel/squid
cocktail on the other. Rockling use
their barbels to locate prey in low light
conditions, sensing the presence of a
bait fish with the tiny receptors on the
end of these. Sticking to the plan I set
my traps and waited it out. Apart from
a lobster becoming tangled in my rig it
was dead for the first hour. Refreshing
the baits every 15 minutes, I continued
to work at it. Catching small whiting
and pollock on the LRF rod kept me

Delighted with my recent PB of 2.4lb. A beast!
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amused until eventually my live-bait
rod took a serious hit followed by a few
clicks of the ratchet.
Wasting no time I struck into the
fish praying it didn’t kick back with the
hard lunges of a conger. My prayers
were answered when I got a glimpse of
the fish in the beam of my headlamp - a
large rockling had taken the bait.
After a

short tussle the fish
made one last dive
for the kelp right
underneath me and
all of a sudden the rod
locked up. The lead
had become lodged in
a snag. Luckily enough
I was testing out a new
rig I’d put together,
incorporating a dropshot swivel on the lead
end to which a weak
link is attached for
the lead (see picture).

I could still feel the vibrations of the
fish coming down the line so I gave it
some pressure the thankfully the dropshot swivel did its job and cut the weak
link, freeing the fish and allowing me
to finally bring it over to the waiting
net, and what a fish it was! Smashing
my PB by a considerable amount at
2.4lb/48cm it was a serious beast to
behold, at least for a rockling that is!
I’m now looking forward to

this winter’s fishing.
Pike will probably dominate my season
as they are my favourite species to
target but I do plan to get out rockling
fishing whenever I get the chance and
when conditions are favourable. I hope
to encounter more fish of this calibre
in the next few months and hopefully
push that PB up a notch or two!
Until next time , tight lines
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It’s all fishing!
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Thanks for reading...
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